Relevance of 4f-3d exchange to finite-temperature magnetism of rare-earth permanent magnets: An ab-initiobased spin model approach for NdFe12N J. Appl. Phys. 119, 213901 (2016) We have applied two methods to investigate the origin in the electronic structure of the unusual magnetic behavior of the uranium monochalcogenides and monopnictides. First, we have carried out spin-polarized electronic structure calculations based on the full-potential linearized muffin-tin orbital ͑FPLMTO͒ method with only spin-polarization ͑orbital polarization only via spin-orbit coupling͒ and also with orbital polarization correction. Second, we have carried out first-principles calculations synthesizing ͑1͒ a phenomenological theory of orbitally driven magnetism using a model Hamiltonian which incorporates explicitly the hybridization-induced and Coulomb exchange interactions on an equal footing, and ͑2͒ FPLMTO electronic structure calculations allowing a first-principles evaluation of the parameters entering the model Hamiltonian. Within the purely band calculation greater success is obtained for the zero-temperature ordered moments for the more itinerant compounds ͑US and UP͒, while the synthesis of phenomenology and electronic structure method gives better agreement with experiment for the more localized pnictides ͑UBi, USb͒. Results for the ordered moments and ordering temperatures are presented, and the validity and limitations of the two methods are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The uranium monopnictides UX ͑XϭP, As, Sb, Bi͒ and monochalcogenides ͑XϭS, Se, Te͒ have become 1 prototype systems with respect to their unusual magnetic properties and electronic structure. In this class of compounds, with the simple rocksalt structure, one can vary the uranium-uranium spacing 2 and examine the change in magnetic behavior as the degree of 5 f -electron localization changes from localized to itinerant behavior, as the chemical environment changes. This family of compounds also allows the study of the dependence of the magnetic behavior on the hybridization between the 5 f states of uranium and the uranium 6d states or the ligand p electrons when one replaces the pnictide with its corresponding chalcogenide, where the only apparent chemical change is the addition of a p electron in the anion.
In these systems there is large directional magnetic anisotropy, which changes from the ͗001͘ direction in the pnictides to the ͗111͘ direction in the chalcogenides. For the monopnictides, both the ordering temperature and ordered moment increase on going down the pnictide column from UP ͑125 K and 1.8 B ͒ to UBi ͑285 K and 3.0 B ͒. 3 On the other hand, for the chalcogenides, while the moment increases on going from US (1.75 B ) to UTe (2.2 B ), the Curie temperature decreases with increasing lattice constant ͑178 K for US to 104 K for UTe͒. 4, 5 To understand the underlying mechanisms responsible for the unusual magnetism in this class of systems, we have employed two methods to calculate the zero-temperature magnetic properties. First, full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital ͑FPLMTO͒ electronic structure calculations within the local density approximation ͑LDA͒ have been carried out using ͑i͒ only spin polarization, with orbital polarization included only through spin-orbit coupling; and ͑ii͒ using both spin and orbital polarization correction. 6 Second, we apply a phenomenological ͑PHEN͒ theory of magnetic ordering based on the Anderson and Kondo Hamiltonian, which includes the band-f Coulomb exchange and the band-f hybridization on an equal footing. The parameters entering the phenomenological Hamiltonian are calculated from the FPLMTO electronic structure calculations. These ab initio parameters are then used in a mean field calculation to evaluate the zero-temperature moment and the ordering temperature.
II. METHOD
The self-consistent density-functional calculations are based on the FPLMTO method. 7 Explicit orbital polarization can be taken into account self-consistently by means of an eigenvalue shift, ⌬V m ϭϪE 3 L z m l , at each atom site. 6 Here, L z is the z component of the total orbital moment of the atom, m l is the magnetic quantum number, and E 3 is the Racah parameter which is self-consistently evaluated at each iteration.
The phenomenological method is based on the Anderson and Kondo lattice Hamiltonian where 
The FPLMTO electronic structure calculations are used to evaluate the band energies ⑀ k , the f-state energy ⑀ m , and the on-site Coulomb repulsion U. 9 Since the 5 f states in uranium compounds are more delocalized than the 4 f states in cerium, we adopt the ''band point of view'' scheme to evaluate the hybridization matrix elements V km . 10 The band-f exchange Coulomb interaction, J m,m Ј (k,kЈ), is calculated using the more atomiclike scheme. multiplets can be determined in terms of the one-electron interactions. 10 Having obtained the two-ion interactions, the ordering temperature and zero temperature ordered moment can be determined by means of a mean field calculation. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table I we present the calculated values of the zerotemperature uranium magnetic moment in the ferromagnetic state. For the LDA calculations we list the values with and without orbital polarization correction taken into account. To determine the direction of magnetic anisotropy we have carried out total energy electronic structure calculations with the moment aligned in different directions.
For both the pnictides and chalcogenides we find that the ab initio purely band structure calculations for ferromagnetic configurations give the lowest energy for moment ͑both spin and orbital͒ along the ͗111͘ direction. The results for the chalcogenides are consistent with experiment, where the easy axis of magnetic anisotropy is along ͗111͘; however experimentally, the pnictides are antiferromagnetic with an easy direction of ͗001͘. The values of the moments with no orbital polarization correction are consistently lower than the experimental results by a factor of 2 for the heavier pnictides and chalcogenides, and by a factor of 3 for the lighter ones. With orbital polarization correction taken into account the values of the total moment increase and are in better agreement with experiment. These results indicate the importance of the effect of orbital polarization in the uranium compounds. Note, that in all cases the orbital moment is antiparallel ͑in accordance to Hund's third rule͒ to and larger than the spin moment. The LDA calculations of the magnetic moments with orbital polarization are in better agreement with experiment for the lighter more itinerant chalcogenides ͑US͒ and pnictides ͑UP͒. On the other hand, the LDA calculations including the orbital polarization correction fail to give the nearly saturated moments for the heavier uranium compounds which exhibit a more localized nature of the 5 f states. Thus, for the more itinerant ͑lighter͒ systems where band theory is more appropriate, the refinement of including the orbital polarization corrections is relatively successful in providing agreement with experiment. In contrast, the moments obtained from the phenomenological calculations agree well with experiment for the more-localized f-electron pnictides ͑UBi, USb͒.
We have calculated the 10ϫ10 exchange interaction matrix pertinent to the change of magnetic behavior in this class of compounds. Characteristic values of the exchange interaction matrix elements (mϭmЈϭ5/2) of the f 3 multiplets for the first three nearest-neighbor shells of US are listed in Table II . The exchange interactions resulting from the hybridization of f states with non-f states are dominant due to the more extended spatial extent of the 5 f wave functions. Note, that the second nearest-neighbor exchange interaction is twice as large as the first nearest-neighbor exchange interaction.
Listed in Table III are the calculated ordering temperatures for the phenomenological ͑PHEN͒ method, T c , as well as the experimental values. The synthesis of phenomenology and electronic structure method gives the trend of Curie temperatures for the chalcogenides in qualitative agreement with experiment. We find that the calculated ordering temperatures for the more localized compounds ͑UBi, USb, UTe͒ are in better agreement with experiment, while overestimating T c for the more itinerant compounds.
In conclusion, we have applied two different computational methods to study the trend of the low-temperature ordered magnetic moment across the uranium compounds. The method involving pure electronic structure calculations better predicts the moments for the more itinerant systems. On the other hand, the synthesis of phenomenology and electronic structure method provides a better description of the ordered moment for the more localized uranium compounds, and can be used to gain insight into some of the specific contributions of the interactions responsible for the unusual magnetic properties of these compounds. With a quite limited degree of success, the PHEN calculations also give values for the magnetic ordering temperatures. Employing an ab initio based phenomenological approach utilizing the Hubbard model and a disordered Ising lattice with randomly located holes ͑two types of uranium sites, embodying the localized and delocalized components, respectively͒ Cooper and Lin 11 obtain the correct values of ordering temperatures and variation with pressure and dilution alloying for the uranium chalcogenides. Recent results for the more-localized cerium pnictides and chalcogenides, based on the synthesis of ab initio and electronic structure calculations, for the ordered magnetic moment and the ordering temperatures are in good agreement with experiment. 12 TABLE III. Calculated ͑from the phenomenological PHEN method͒ and experimental values of the ordering temperatures for uranium compounds. For the case of the pnictides, the ordering temperature listed is the Néel temperature.
T C (K) calc
T C (K) exp   US  950  178  USe  580  160  UTe  170  104   UP  900  125  UAs  450  126  USb  195  241  UBi  120  285 
